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Retail Marketing Communication / Publicité / Financial Promotion addressed to investors
in the countries mentioned in the disclaimer, related to E.I. Sturdza Funds plc – Strategic Bond
Opportunities Fund – (hereinafter referred to as the “Fund”) a sub-fund of E.I. Sturdza Funds plc,
an Irish open-ended umbrella investment Company with variable capital – UCITS (“the Company”).

Market Development
October began with the unemployment rate reaching 3.5%, a record low. With more than
250,000 job creations, the labour market doesn’t show any sign of recession. In addition, the
unveiling of inflation figures; CPI at 8.2% but Core CPI at 6.6%, the highest level seen since
September 1982, led the markets to forecast a 75bp rate hike on 2nd November. Record
low unemployment and simultaneous record high core inflation mean that the ultra-hawkish
monetary policy of the Fed will likely continue.
Only a few market participants, led by Charles Evans (Fed of Chicago) warned the central
bank regarding the risks of moving too far and too fast in terms of adjustments to monetary
policies; noting that a PCE Deflator at 6.2% and Core PCE at 5.1% show less alarming figures
than the CPI.
If we consider that the most relevant inflation rate is the Core PCE (5.1%), if the Fed raises
its Fed funds to 4% on 2nd November; and if we add another virtual 1% due to the impact
of the Quantitative Tightening policy, the real Fed funds rate is not in negative territory
anymore.
In Europe, following the unbelievable forced technical QE by the BoE to rescue a collapsing
market in the UK, all eyes turned to the ECB. As anticipated, Mrs Lagarde announced a 75bp
rate hike, but despite a Refi rate reaching 2% and a deposit rate at 1.5%, the ECB is still
behind the curve.

Market Outlook
More than ever, we continue to follow the macroeconomic situation and geopolitical events
and conflicts very closely. Inflation remains very high and growth has turned negative.
Recession is coming rapidly and the excellent behaviour of the labour market is, against all
odds, a leading indicator of an imminent decline of the economy. The behaviour of the Fed
towards rate hikes and Quantitative Tightening is a concern as many investors, and some
FOMC members, believe the Fed is going too quick and too far.
We do not have any strong conviction on the famous level of pivot rate, as we still believe this
debate is partially irrelevant, as we do not know the behaviour of the central bank towards
the pace of Quantitative Tightening; which is at least as important as the level of Fed funds
(perhaps more).
Should the Fed remain reluctant to be clear on the combined effect of rate hikes and QT, a
Quantitative Easing program is more likely than a series of rate cuts in a 9-12 month horizon.
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In the US, we believe that the Treasury curve will remain inverted, through the 2-10Yr and,
more importantly the 5-30Yr. We are prepared to increase the duration slightly before year
end if necessary. We will probably continue to invest in high quality-low duration credits,
depending on the behaviour of Investment grade spreads, which are highly correlated to the
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evolution of equity markets. At this stage, reinvesting in Emerging Markets seems unlikely in
the near-medium term.

Ratings & Awards

As a result, we believe that the best strategy today is to invest in a selection of high quality
corporate bonds, both in EUR and USD, favouring USD Investment Grade and keeping
hybrid debt (both in EUR and USD). We are also considering increasing the duration slightly,
depending on market evolution and central banks behaviour.

Fund Strategy
In October, we did not change our strategy and took the opportunity to increase the duration
of the Fund slightly, with the purchase of a US Treasury maturing in 2027 and the sale of a US
Treasury maturing in 2023 (switching from 1Yr in favour of 5Yr).

Morningstar Sustainability Rating

Awards Disclaimer - The Strategic Bond Opportunities Fund - A
USD share class has a Morningstar rating of 3 stars overall and
3 stars over 3 Years. Morningstar
Rating™ as of 31/10/2022.
The Strategic Bond Opportunities Fund received a Morningstar 4 Globe Sustainability
Award. Sustainability Rating
as of 30/09/2022. Out of 1,976
Global Fixed Income funds as of
30/09/2022. Based on 96.41% of
AUM. Historical Sustainability
Score as of 31/08/2022. Sustainalytics provides company-level
analysis used in the calculation of
Morningstar’s Historical Sustainability Score. Data is based on
long positions only.
Morningstar® Disclaimer - Morningstar is an independent provider of investment analysis. The
Morningstar rating is a quantitative assessment of past performance that takes into account
risk and inputted costs. It does
not take into account qualitative
elements and is calculated on the
basis of a (mathematical) formula. The classes are categorised
and compared with similar funds
in the asset class, based on their
score and they are awarded one
to five stars. In each category the
top 10% receive 5 stars, the next
22.5% 4 stars, the next 35% 3
stars, the next 22.5% 2 stars, and
the last 10% 1 star. The rating is
calculated monthly on the basis
of historical performance over 3,
5 and 10 years and does not take
into account the future performance.
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Important Information - The views and statements contained herein are those
of Banque Eric Sturdza SA in their capacity as Investment Advisers to the Funds
as of 11/11/2022 and are based on internal research and modelling.
Warning - The contents of this document have neither been reviewed nor
endorsed by the Central Bank of Ireland or any other regulatory authority. If
you are in any doubt about any of the content of this document you should
obtain independent professional advice.
Morningstar® Disclaimer - © 2022 Morningstar, Inc. All rights reserved. The
information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or its content
providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be
accurate, complete, or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are
responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information.
Morningstar Rating past performance is no guarantee of future results. Returns
could be reduced, or losses incurred, due to currency fluctuations. For more detailed
information about Morningstar Rating, including its methodology, please go to:
http://corporate.morningstar.com.
Bloomberg® Disclaimer - Bloomberg® and Bloomberg US Aggregate
Government/Credit Total Return Value Unhedged USD are service marks of
Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates, including Bloomberg Index Services
Limited (“BISL”), the administrator of the index (collectively, “Bloomberg”)
and have been licensed for use for certain purposes by E.I. Sturdza Strategic
Management Limited (EISSML). Bloomberg is not affiliated with EISSML, and
Bloomberg does not approve, endorse, review, or recommend the Strategic
Bond Opportunities Fund. Bloomberg does not guarantee the timeliness,
accurateness, or completeness of any data or information relating to the
Strategic Bond Opportunities Fund.
Data presented herein is obtained via Bloomberg PORT where stated. Any
such data is subject to change from the date of production of this document.
Such changes may impact upon comparative data between the investment and
benchmark presented. Such information therefore is provided for reference
purposes only, is subject to change and should not be relied upon for an
investment decision.
General Disclaimer - This marketing communication relates to E.I. Sturdza
Funds Plc, an open-ended umbrella investment company with variable capital
and segregated liability between Funds incorporated with limited liability in
Ireland under the Companies Act 2014 with registration number 461518 (the
“Company”) and established as an undertaking for collective investment in
transferable securities (UCITS) pursuant to the European Directive no 2009/65/
EC as amended (the “UCITS directive”), and the sub-fund mentioned within this
communication (the “Fund”). A decision may be taken at any time to terminate
the arrangements made for the marketing of the Fund in any EEA Member
State in which it is currently marketed. In such circumstances, Shareholders
in the affected EEA Member State will be notified of this decision and will be
provided with the opportunity to redeem their shareholding in the Fund free
of any charges or deductions for at least 30 working days from the date of such
notification.
This document is issued by Eric Sturdza Management Company S.A (“ESMC”), a
regulated Management Company approved by the Commission de Surveillance
du Secteur Financier under registration ID S00001025 and appointed by the
Fund, registered for distribution in the following countries: Finland, France,
Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland and the United Kingdom. ESMC’s registered office address is 16,
rue Robert Stumper, L-2557 Luxembourg. ESMC has appointed E.I. Sturdza
Strategic Management Limited (“EISSML”), as investment manager and global
distributor which is regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission
and registered under Company Number 35985. EISSML’s registered office
address is 3rd Floor, Maison Trinity, Rue du Pre, St Peter Port, Guernsey GY1
1LT. EISSML is part of the Eric Sturdza Group. EISSML has appointed E.I. Sturdza
Investments Limited as sub-distributor. This document is approved for issue in
the United Kingdom by E.I. Sturdza Investments Limited, 6th Floor, 130 Jermyn
Street, London, SW1Y 4UR which is an appointed representative of Thornbridge
Investment Management LLP which is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. The information contained herein is estimated, unaudited
and may be subject to change.

This document is not intended for U.S Persons pursuant to Regulation S of the
Securities and Exchange Commission under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as
amended (https://www.sec.gov). The Fund presented in this document is not
registered under United States federal securities laws or any other applicable
law in the states, territories and possessions of the United States of America.
Consequently, it cannot be marketed directly or indirectly in the United States
(including its territories and possessions or areas subject to its jurisdiction) and to
or for the benefit of U.S. Persons.
This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute a
recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise apply for shares in the Fund and
any of the sub-funds, nor does it constitute investment, legal or tax advice.
The information contained in this document reflects the opinion of E.I. Sturdza
Strategic Management Limited and may change without notice.
The Fund is subject to tax laws and regulations of Ireland. Depending on your
home country of residence, this might have an impact on your investment. In
general, the tax treatment depends on the individual circumstances of each
potential investor and may be subject to change in the future. E.I. Sturdza
Strategic Management Limited has not considered the suitability of investment
against your individual needs and risk tolerance. Any potential investor should
assess the suitability of this investment solution to his/her risk profile. Investment
in the Fund is suitable only for those persons and institutions for whom such
investment does not represent a complete investment program, who understand
the degree of risk involved (as detailed under the section headed “Risk Factors”
in the Prospectus and Supplement), can tolerate a high level of volatility and
believe that the investment is suitable based on the investment objectives and
financial needs. Please consult your financial and tax adviser.
Investing in the Fund and any other sub-funds involves risks including the
possible loss of capital. There can be no assurance that a sub-fund’s investment
objective will be achieved or that there will be a return on capital. The value of
an investment may go down as well as up and you may not get back the amount
you originally invested. Past performance and forecasts are not reliable indicators
of future results. Performance figures do not take into account commissions,
costs incurred on the issue and redemption, nor local taxes. Please note that
performance figures, reference benchmarks and asset allocation are provided for
information purposes only. Before any investment decisions, you must read the
Fund Prospectus, the relevant Key Investor Information Documents (KIID)s, the
articles of incorporation as well as the annual and semi-annual reports, to find
out about the inherent risks, fees and conditions of the Fund. A copy of the
English version of the prospectus of the Fund and the KIID is available on www.
ericsturdza.com/literature/ and may also be obtained from info@ericsturdza.com.
Where required under national rules, the KIID is also made available in the local
language of the relevant EEA Member State. KIIDs must be made available to
the subscriber prior to subscription. A summary of investor rights associated
with an investment in the Fund shall be available in English from Eric Sturdza
Investments by contacting info@ericsturdza.com or via https://ericsturdza.com/
shareholder-rights/.
Switzerland - The Fund is registered with the FINMA for public distribution to
Swiss non-qualified investors. The representative agent in Switzerland is CACEIS
(Switzerland) SA and the paying agent is CACEIS Bank, Montrouge, Nyon Branch
/ Switzerland, 35 route de Signy, CH 1260 Nyon. Copies of the Swiss Prospectus,
Swiss KIIDs, Swiss articles of association, Swiss annual and semi-annual reports
may be obtained free of charge at the Swiss representative or at www.ericsturdza.
com. Publication of subscription/redemption prices and NAV: www.fundinfo.com
United Kingdom - The Fund is a Recognised fund in the United Kingdom
under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. This document is a financial
promotion and has been approved for the purposes of Section 21 of the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000, by E.I. Sturdza Strategic Management Limited,
which is an Authorised Schedule 5 entity. UK regulation for the protection of
retail clients in the UK and the compensation available under the UK Financial
Services Compensation scheme does not apply in respect of any investment or
services provided by an overseas person. FE Fundinfo (UK) Ltd – Facilities Agent.
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